
FOR ONLINE RETAILERS AND INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES

WE BRING EFFICIENCY TO 
YOUR WAREHOUSE
work2light is our cost-effective entry package into picking with
Pick-by-Light

WORK2LIGHT

GOOD TO KNOW-
HERE‘S HOW YOU WORK WITH WORK2LIGHT

TEACH-IN
+ Set up up to 3,000 process steps, depending on the number of assemblies, assembly steps and

refill positions.
+ Customize both the color and quantity for each Pick-by-Light module individually.
+ Easily train the system using the convenient barcode function.

PROCESSING
+ All required storage locations for an order are 

visualized by LED modules.
+ The processing of an order or assembly occurs

sequentially.
+ Storage locations can illuminate simulta-

neously, based on the work step, or one after 
another.

REFILL PROCESSES
+ Define refill storage locations to support 

Kanban.
+ Fill the assembly table quickly and error-free 

in no time.
+ Navigate with confidence: When scanning part 

numbers, the corresponding refill location 
lights up.
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SIMPLE PICKING - ITS BENEFITS
In the preparation of shipments, efficiency plays a crucial role in operating economically. If picking is 
done based on confusing paper lists, achieving this goal becomes challenging. It‘s more efficient with 
Pick-by-Light.

You don‘t need any additional 
construction for setup; the 
installation is remarkably 
simple.

SIMPLE INSTALLATION

The process flows at the Lean 
workstation are standardized 
and intuitive.

SHORTER TRAINING TIME
Error rates decrease rapidly 
within a short period due 
to the reliable and accurate 
retrieval of quantities.

REDUCES ERROR RATES
Due to the low acquisition 
costs, you benefit from a short 
payback period and a noticea-
ble increase in your perfor-
mance.

SHORT PAYBACK PERIOD

The modular design allows you 
to expand your system quickly 
and conveniently at any time.

UNCOMPLICATED EXPANSION
The installation does not 
require integration with your 
ERP system. However, if 
desired, this can be done later 
without the need for hardware 
replacement.

SELF-SUFFICIENT SOLUTION
Simply confirm via touch using 
the infrared sensor on the LED 
module or optionally through 
the intervention monitoring.

CONVENIENT CONFIRMATION

THIS IS HOW WORK2LIGHT WORKS
With work2light, you can easily and quickly implement your assembly processes using light signals. 
The system can be used both at assembly workstations and in picking processes. 
All you need is an existing pool of assembly or picking lists. These are trained into the work2light 
system and accessed via barcode scanning. Our starter package includes a control module, a scanner, 
two buttons (optional), and the innovative Pick-by-Light system.

work2light is the ideal entry into a comprehensive Pick-by-Light system, allowing you to make your 
warehouse more efficient than ever before. Test the system thoroughly and expand it at any time as 
desired once you are convinced of its performance.

HERE‘S WHAT YOU GET WITH WORK2LIGHT
+ ix.net control module including power supply
+ Pick-by-Light with a three-digit 7-segment display
+ Serial 2D barcode scanner
+ Translucent Pick-by-Light-channel
+ Optional: 2 mushroom buttons for connection to the ix.net module
+ Optional: Light grid matrixstarting from 2.799 Euro

STARTER PACKAGE
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INTERVENTION CONTROL
optional

IN- & OUTPUT DEVICES

PICK-BY-LIGHT


